Webinar: November 29, 2021
4 to 6pm (CET) / 5 to 7pm (Finnish)

What is MOSIM?

MOSIM is a modular framework that allows users to choose human motions and combine them to produce complex, realistic Human Simulations. MOSIM transfers the idea of co-simulating models from different simulation environments to the field of human simulation through introducing the Motion Model Units (MMU).

Join us to Explore the Next Big Thing in Natural Human Simulations!

Why should you attend?

- MOSIM Framework
  Know about the architecture that drives MOSIM

- Open Source
  Developers reap the benefits of Open Source

- Industrial Use-cases
  Demonstration of MOSIM use cases in Manufacturing and Autonomous driving

- Complex to Easy
  End Users can combine MMUs to create complex natural human simulations

Interested participants, please register on the link here or scan the QR code on the page.

Registered participants will receive an e-mail calendar invitation with the link to the webinar.

Visit us at: www.mosim.eu
Webinar: November 29, 2021
4 to 6pm (CET) / 5 to 7pm (Finnish)

AGENDA

- Introduction to MOSIM
- MOSIM Framework
- Use Case Manufacturing
- Use Case Autonomous Driving
- Further activities
- Discussions
- Installation of MOSIM
- Thoughts and Wrapup

Visit us at: www.mosim.eu